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They survived the Holocaust, and held on to their love
of life despite their childhood ordeal-and in their
twilight years, now living in the United States, they

started a band. This week, the two grandfathers returned
to their homeland Poland to pay their respects to the vic-
tims of the Nazi German genocide, and to perform at the
site of Warsaw’s wartime Jewish ghetto. Peering at the
crowd from behind his drum set on Wednesday night in
the capital, 91-year-old Saul Dreier yelled into the mic: “Is
everybody happy?” The crowd cheered.

The dynamic duo came to “play for the people that per-
ished and to play for the peace of the world. As simple as
that,” the retired building contractor told AFP. Dreier, who
welcomed his first great-grandchild last week, survived
three concentration camps and lost most of his family in
World War II.  “My parents were burned in Treblinka. Either
Treblinka, Majdanek or Belzec. I don’t know which one,” he
told AFP, referring to death camps set up by Nazi Germany
in occupied Poland. “And the rest was burnt in Auschwitz,”
the largest Nazi German death camp where 1.1 million
people, mostly European Jews, lost their lives.

While Dreier sometimes joins in, the lead singer in the
band is Reuwen “Ruby” Sosnowicz, who also plays accor-
dion and keyboard. Together, they mainly perform
klezmer music-traditional Jewish songs from Eastern
Europe. Sosnowicz, 88, was back in his native Warsaw for
the first time since he escaped the ghetto and hid in a
barn for three years thanks to a kind Polish farmer.  “Some
people were nice people. They helped, you know. The
farmer did a big thing. If they would find out that he did it,
they would kill him,” said Sosnowicz, who is more low-key
than his fast-talking bandmate.

‘Miracles in our music’ 
Non-Jews who stood up to the Nazis have been hon-

ored as “Righteous Among the Nations” by Israel’s Yad
Vashem Holocaust remembrance center.  Some of them
attended the packed concert, sharing in the joy of the
evening as hundreds of music lovers danced, sang along
and drank beer. The band was joined on stage for part of
the gig by the youthful and folksy Warsaw Sentimental
Orchestra, plus popular 52-year-old Polish rocker Muniek
Staszczyk, who said: “It’s a great honour to be with the
boys.” “Their optimism is contagious. They’re full of life,”
audience member Justyna Tarnacka said of the Holocaust
Survivor Band.

“It’s phenomenal. I admire these people. They have so
much energy. We might not have as much at 90, if we even
live that long,” the 32-year-old television journalist told
AFP. Dreier attributes their good health and vigour to
“God and miracles”. “We had miracles in concentration
camps, we had miracles in hiding, now we’ve got miracles
in our music,” he said. He was inspired to start the band
two years ago, when he read an obituary for 110-year-old
Alice Herz-Sommer. She survived Terezin concentration
camp by playing the piano. “When I saw this, it hit my
heart,” Dreier told AFP, saying he immediately went to his
wife with the Holocaust Survivor Band idea. 

“What? You crazy?” was the response. His rabbi later
told him, “What you need this for?” “And because those
people tell me no, I said yes!” Dreier exclaimed, adding: “I
went out the following day and bought a set of drums.
Brand new.” His search for a bandmate led him to
Sosnowicz, a hairdresser and lifelong musician, or as
Dreier put it: “Not only he’s a musician, he’s a master musi-
cian. He’s number one.”

‘The best healer’ 
The idea came at a good time, according to Sosnowicz’s

daughter Chana Rose, who had moved back in with her
parents to help them out. She later went on to become the
band manager and a fellow musician, doing backing
vocals and percussion for the Holocaust Survivor Band.
“My mom got very sick, she had a massive stroke. And, you
know, dad went into a depression... My first inkling was,
‘Wow this would be great for dad,’” she told AFP.  They
have since played nursing homes, synagogues and other
local Florida venues-even The Venetian casino in Las
Vegas. In Poland, they also brought their instruments to
Auschwitz and Treblinka. “Music makes you alive. Even
during the war, we played music. We didn’t have what to
eat but enjoyed music,” Sosnowicz said.  “Music is the best
healer in life.”—AFP

Holocaust Survivor Band returns home to Poland

The Holocaust Survivor Band, made up of two Holocaust survivors who live in Florida, perform with Polish musicians in
the area of the former Warsaw Ghetto in Warsaw, Poland.—AP

Bob Dylan tumbled from a Triumph
motorcycle on a sunny Friday morn-
ing here 50 years ago on July 29,

1966. The banged-up musician holed up in
the mountains of upstate New York for
months afterward, dramatically altering
the rocket ride of his career. It’s the most
analyzed motorcycle crash in pop-culture
history, but details have been as hard to
pin down as the meaning of a Dylan lyric.
Biographers, reporters and Dylanologists
digging into the ‘60s period when the
singer-songwriter lived in this arts colony
with his young family have uncovered
sometimes contradictory information.

The sun got in his eyes. The bike slipped
on an oily patch. He flew off the bike. He
simply tipped over. He broke his back. He
got a concussion. That is, unless he didn’t
really hurt himself. Or maybe the crash was
a tall tale. Dylan has talked about the crash,
but often in general terms. “I had been in a
motorcycle accident and I’d been hurt, but
I recovered,” he wrote in his memoir,
“Chronicles.” The few witnesses have
remained tight-lipped. Ambiguity sur-
rounding an accident that indelibly
marked the 25-year-old’s life and music has
helped it take on near-mythic dimensions.

When something’s not right, it’s wrong
Initial reports were sketchy. A two-sen-

tence story published four days later in The
New York Times under the headline “Dylan

Hurt in Cycle Mishap” said he was under a
doctor’s care. Rumors sprouted over the
following months that he was gravely
injured, blind or disfigured. Over the years,
Dylan has indicated that he broke a verte-
bra and got a concussion. But without a
police report, there is no official record of
the crash. It’s possible Dylan crashed short-
ly after pulling out of the Woodstock home
of his manager, the late Albert Grossman.

Howard Sounes writes in “Down the
Highway” that Dylan was being followed in
a car by his wife, Sara, who took her injured
husband back to Grossman’s house.
Grossman’s wife, Sally, was there and saw
Dylan “kind of moaning and groaning” but
noticed no obvious signs of injuries,
according to Sounes. Sally Grossman
declined comment for this article. A likely
spot for the crash is along or near Striebel
Road, a winding, hilly ribbon of road run-
ning by that house.

Shelter from the storm
Dylan was driven about an hour to

Middletown to the home of a doctor he
knew, Dr Ed Thaler. Dylan arrived “very
upset,” the doctor’s widow, Selma Thaler,
said in an interview with The Associated
Press. “He didn’t want to go to the hospital,
so we said, ‘You can stay here.’”

Dylan stayed in a third-floor bedroom
of the Thaler home for about a month, eat-
ing dinner with the family and having

friends over on Friday nights, including
Allen Ginsberg and the musicians who
would later become famous as The Band.
They showed a movie on the living room
wall. She thinks it was the Dylan documen-
tary “Don’t Look Back.” Dylan was sweet
and quiet, Thaler said, but she can’t recall
him showing any visible signs of injury. She
believes he broke his neck.

Because the world’s gone wrong
The accident gave Dylan a chance to hit

reset and revive himself. By 1966, Dylan
had gone from an up-and-coming folkie to
the voice of the ‘60s generation, and he
was uncomfortable with it. Woodstock had
become a “nightmare,” with moochers at
his door and goons breaking in.
“Everything was wrong, the world was
absurd,” he wrote in his memoir. 

Some Dylan historians have suggested
the motorcycle wreck may have saved his
life. He was exhausted from constant tour-
ing and, according to some accounts, had
been taking large amounts of ampheta-
mines while on the road in 1966. After the
accident, tour dates were put off, and he
lay low in Woodstock.—AP

50 years later, Dylan’s motorcycle
crash remains mysterious 

In this Jan 20, 1968 file photo, Bob Dylan, center, performs with drummer
Levon Helm, left, Rick Danko, second left, and Robbie Robertson of The Band
at Carnegie Hall in New York, in Dylan’s first public appearance after his 1966
motorcycle accident.—AP photos

In this May 22, 1966 file photo, Bob
Dylan gestures during a press confer-
ence in Paris, France.


